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1. FOUNDATION
The first step is to cast the foundation, a steel caisson is placed and 
filled with concrete. Then the rings of the pier fixing system are placed.
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2. INITIAL ACTIONS
When the foundation and the pier fixing are in place the first tower 
segment together with the hydraulic ceiling lid are attached.
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3. SELF BUILDING
After all preperations have been done 
the tower can start to build itself by add-
ing more segments. The segments are 
prefabricated on land and then trans-
ported to the site. The hydraulic pillars 
extends to lift the lid and make room for 
a new segment. When the tower has 
reached its adequate height the hydrau-
lic lid settles on the tower, but if required 
it can easily start to climb again to add or 
remove a segment.
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port opens and people move infloating platforms are placed

4. PORT AND CITY OPENS
When tower has been raised it can start to connect various 
floating platforms, that can work as piers and storage. As the 
lower floors are in place the port can open. And when more and 
more workers arrive the vertical city grows and its functions 
increases.
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5. CITY SYSTEM
The segments works as the structures load bearing core and 
houses the vertical infrastructure of the city. They are also full of 
holes working as exits and allowing for circular fixings to be 
plugged into it. Different frameworks can be equipped with the 
fixings to work as artificial ground on top of which different 
structures for public functions can be placed or inserted. The 
higher segments are reserved for housing units, which are made 
out of old shipping containers. The interior of the containers are 
made as a prefabricated package, but can be altered after other 
requests.
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6. GROWTH
As the city grows more and more it is possible to expand by adding more towers. With the framework the towers can connect to each other and even develop 
systems of transportation from tower to tower. By time the towers will extend the archipelago further and perhaps even make Umea and Vasa into a metropolis.
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